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Get started with the new Access 2013 with this impressive all-in-one reference! Microsoft Access
allows you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new release enables you to build
even more powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data
sources. This compilation of nine indispensible minibooks is exactly what you need to get up to
speed on the latest changes to Access. This easy-to-understand resource provides both new and
experienced Access users with invaluable advice for connecting Access to SQL Server,
manipulating data locally, getting up to speed on the latest features of Access 2013, creating
queries and macros, and much more. From the basics to advanced functions, this book is what you
need to make Access more accessible. Shows you how to store, organize, view, analyze, and
share data using Access 2013 Includes nine minibooks that cover such topics as database design,
tables, queries, forms, reports, macros, database administration, securing data, programming with
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), and using Access with the web Helps you build database
solutions that integrate with the web and other enterprise data solutions Offers plenty of techniques,
tips, and tricks to help you get the most out of Access This all-in-one guide offers you access to all
things Access 2013!
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I highly recommend this book (or Kindle e-book in my case) for anyone new to the database world.
The majority of users of computers should have access to this dynamic technology even if it's only

during a limited-time trial period of MS Office. During that trial-period you can easily read this book
while also experimenting with and following the exercises/code listed in the book. I agree with others
that it would be helpful to include a link to an existing DB but you can also take the accountability
and responsibility approach as well and just enter the code and create/develop your own database
which will help seat your new-found knowledge and capability. Database experience is opening a
whole new level/dimension of IT computing for users such as myself and this is a great place to
start!

I enjoy the 'For Dummies' books. They're simply and (in my experience) dummy proof.Access 2013
For Dummies is no different. They take things slow and explain for these who may not even know a
thing about databases.The only down side is it doesn't go very in depth - though no one should
expect this from a 'For Dummies' book.But I covers the basics perfectly.I taught myself Access and
VBA already understand databases and programming fairly well. I bought this book to make sure
there were no holes in my understanding and has a reference.I'd recommend this book for anyone
looking to learn Access and may not have a great understanding of databases design or Microsoft's
office programs.However, for someone trying to expand beyond that of moderate, look
elsewhere.Still, a nice read.

This book does not get into any real detail or any real explanation of Reports. Forms and Reports
are not the same thing. Yes, they can be similar in some aspects but they do not always react the
same way. Especially, when it comes to creating them. The reports property sheet alone has more
functionality and much more difficult to figure out. The main reason I purchased this book was for
help with reports. I have no problem creating a form... reports are a different story. I will be honest I
not read the rest of the book yet BUT if it is the same as what I did read it is definitely not worth the
money.

Well written, divided into understandable sections and easy to read for the beginner as well as some
who has already worked with Access.

DOnt think it has an index with hyperlinks. Found it hard to use and have resorted to use of a hard
copy.

it's ok, like all "Dummies" books a good place to start. I am not that far into it yet.

Item was received in a timely manner, and as described. Works with our application well.

It helped me complete the project for a senior level accounting class successfully.
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